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Abstract The French government has committed to launch the satellite 
TARANIS to study transient coupling processes between the Earth’s atmo­
sphere and near-Earth space. The prime objective of TARANIS is to detect 
energetic charged particles and hard radiation emanating from thunderclouds. 
The British Nobel prize winner C.T.R. Wilson predicted lightning discharges 
from the top of thunderclouds into space almost a century ago. However, new 
experiments have only recently conﬁrmed energetic discharge processes which 
transfer energy from the top of thunderclouds into the upper atmosphere and 
near-Earth space; they are now denoted as transient luminous events, terres­
trial gamma ray ﬂashes and relativistic electron beams. This meeting report 
builds on the current state of scientiﬁc knowledge on the physics of plasmas 
in the laboratory and naturally occurring plasmas in the Earth’s atmosphere 
to propose areas of future research. The report speciﬁcally reﬂects presenta­
tions delivered by the members of a novel Franco-British collaboration during 
a meeting at the French Embassy in London held in November 2011. The sci­
entiﬁc subjects of the report tackle ionization processes leading to electrical 
discharge processes, observations of transient luminous events, electromagnetic 
emissions, energetic charged particles and their impact on the Earth’s atmo-
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sphere. The importance of future research in this area for science and society, 
and towards spacecraft protection, is emphasized. 
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1 Introduction 
The French government has committed ∼50 million Euro and ∼200 man-years 
to launch the microsatellite TARANIS of the Centre National d’Etudes Spa­
tiales (CNES). The objective of TARANIS is to study transient energy transfer 
processes between the Earth’s atmosphere and near-Earth space, with an em­
phasis on the detection of energetic charged particles and hard radiation ema­
nating from thunderclouds (Lefeuvre et al., 2008; Blanc et al., 2007). Electrical 
discharge processes coupling the tops of thunderclouds with space were ﬁrst 
predicted almost a century ago. However, new experiments have only recently 
discovered energetic discharge processes which are now denoted as transient lu­
minous events, especially sprites (Pasko, 2010; Neubert et al., 2008; Fu¨llekrug 
et al., 2006; Rakov and Uman, 2003; Sentman et al., 1995; Franz et al., 1990), 
terrestrial gamma ray ﬂashes (Tavani et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2005; Fishman 
et al., 1994) and relativistic electron beams (Carlson et al., 2011; Fu¨llekrug 
et al., 2011b; Briggs et al., 2011; Fu¨llekrug et al., 2011a; Cohen et al., 2010; 
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Fu¨llekrug et al., 2010; Carlson et al., 2009; Dwyer et al., 2008) (Figure 1). 
A consolidation of the corresponding plasma physics in the laboratory and 
in the natural environment of the Earth’s atmosphere enables the develop­
ment of novel observational techniques to maximize the science return from 
the French satellite TARANIS. This topic of research is currently experienc­
ing an exponential increase of citations which is predicted to accelerate as the 
planned space missions approach their launch date; this is so because plasma 
physics journals exhibit very high impact factors (Figure 2). 
This report provides a description of the background and context (chap­
ter 2) of the subsequent four diﬀerent science themes which build on each 
other in a logical sequence. The ﬁrst theme is concerned with the ionization 
processes of a neutral gas towards the formation of plasmas and subsequent 
discharges processes (chapter 3). The second theme addresses observations of 
transient luminous events above thunderclouds and their eﬀects on the Earth’s 
atmosphere (chapter 4). The third theme is associated with electromagnetic 
emissions of lightning discharges and energetic charged particle beams (chapter 
5). The fourth theme is speciﬁcally concerned with energetic charged particles 
and their impact on the Earth’s atmosphere and near Earth-space (chapter 6). 
These four themes are discussed in detail in the corresponding sections 3.1­
3.6, 4.1-4.4, 5.1-5.4 and 6.1-6.4. Each section reﬂects the contribution of an 
attendant of the meeting at the French Embassy and tends to cover previous 
research, ongoing work and possible future directions. Given the breadth of 
the ﬁeld, the given references are intended to support the speciﬁc individual 
contributions and they are therefore limited to ﬁt the restricted length of this 
meeting report. 
Transient events which couple the Earth’s atmosphere to near-Earth space 
through hard radiation are named terrestrial gamma ray ﬂashes (Tavani et al., 
2011; Smith et al., 2005; Fishman et al., 1994). Current knowledge suggests 
that they are caused by upward propagating leader discharges inside thunder­
clouds (Lu et al., 2011; Shao et al., 2010; Stanley et al., 2006, and references 
therein) and are a natural consequence of intracloud discharges (Xu et al., 
2012; Celestin and Pasko, 2012; Østgaard et al., 2012, and references therein) 
or possibly relativistic feedback discharges inside thunderclouds (Dwyer, 2012). 
The rapidly growing volume of literature in this research arena is reviewed by 
Dwyer et al. (2012) and it is therefore not considered here in detail. 
2 Background and context 
Upward electrical discharge processes coupling the top of a thunderstorm to 
the ionosphere were ﬁrst predicted theoretically by the Nobel prize winner 
C.T.R. Wilson (Wilson, 1924, 1921, 1916). His electric ﬁeld observations on 
the ground led him to picture a thunderstorm as an electrical dipole, having a 
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positive charge at the top and a negative charge at the bottom, with a poten­
tial diﬀerence of ∼1000 MV between them. This result led on to him believing 
that the ionosphere was at a potential approaching +1MV with respect to the 
Earth’s surface (MacGorman and Rust, 1998, chapter 3). It is now realised 
that both of these values are overestimates; the potential diﬀerence between 
the top and bottom of a thundercloud is unlikely to exceed 150 MV, and the 
ionospheric potential is typically +250 kV. It is also realised now that there 
is often a region of positive charge below the negatively charged region (Mac-
Gorman and Rust, 1998, chapter 3). 
Rycroft et al. (2012, 2008) and Rycroft and Harrison (2011) describe the 
modus operandi of the global circuit which was ﬁrst conceived by Wilson 
(1929, 1921). Thunderstorms are one of the major generators in the circuit, 
and the other is due to electriﬁed rain and shower clouds. Together, above 
disturbed weather regions, these drive a total global current of ∼1-2 kA up to 
the ionosphere. Ionization is created at all heights in the atmosphere by galac­
tic cosmic rays and, just above the land surface, by the radioactive gas radon 
emanating from the surface. The ionosphere is an excellent conductor; it is 
essentially an equipotential surface at ∼+250 kV with respect to the Earth’s 
surface. A total global current of ∼1-2 kA ﬂows down to the Earth’s surface 
through the fair and semi-fair weather regions of the atmosphere which are 
remote from thunderstorms. The height proﬁle of the electrical conductivity 
of the atmosphere is the most crucial parameter of the global electric circuit 
(Rycroft et al., 2007; Rycroft and Odzimek, 2010). The circuit is completed 
through the good conducting land and ocean surfaces, and via point discharge 
currents up to the bottoms of thunderstorms. 
Critical areas of global circuit research relating to thunderstorms for the 
future are: (a) the need for experimental studies to ﬁnd out how much of the 
current ﬂowing in the global circuit is produced by thunderstorms and how 
much is produced by electriﬁed rain/shower clouds (Wilson, 1929), (b) the 
investigation of the inﬂuence of cosmic rays and magnetospheric phenomena 
on thunderstorm global circuit generators and also on the return part of the 
circuit, (c) the signatures of external inﬂuences such as associated with Forbush 
decreases of cosmic ray ﬂuxes, or other space weather eﬀects, and (d) the 
necessity for novel experiments carried out in space, either as independent 
missions such as TARANIS or aboard the International Space Station. 
3 Ionization of plasmas and electrical discharge processes 
The ionization of neutral gas and the propagation of ionization fronts (3.1) 
leads to small scale streamer discharges in laboratory experiments (3.2). In 
the Earth’s atmosphere, dust and aerosols could potentially assist the for­
mation of energetic charged particles (3.3). This speculative mechanism may 
be associated with electriﬁed sporadic aerosol layers in the stratosphere (3.4) 
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which, along with grain-grain interactions, may result in the electrical charg­
ing of dust (3.5) which can lead to subsequent small scale streamer discharges 
in complex dusty plasmas (3.6). 
3.1 Propagation of ionization fronts 
This section describes the foundations of laboratory plasma discharges (com­
pare with section 3.2) and the behavior of energetic electrons under the in­
ﬂuence of a magnetic ﬁeld which is relevant in the Earth’s upper atmosphere 
(compare with section 6.1 and 6.2) and near-Earth space (compare with sec­
tion 6.3 and 6.4). 
The ionization of a neutral gas has a long history of scientiﬁc investiga­
tion, originating from Townsend’s seminal 1901 paper (Townsend, 1901), in 
which the ionization coeﬃcients were ﬁrst described. Electron avalanches are 
a fundamental step in the breakdown process, and the subsequent formation 
of conducting channels that permit the rapid transition to full ionization (in 
the case of laboratory plasmas) or transient energetic electrical phenomena 
(such as lightning). The experimental investigation of sub-nanosecond evolu­
tion of the avalanches into streamers is a challenging procedure, due to the 
very tiny length and time scales involved (Nijdam et al., 2010). Even for the 
relativistic electron avalanches in air (for example, Babich et al., 2004) the 
relaxation timescales are still in tens of ns, even though the scale-lengths are 
in metres. There has been signiﬁcant progress in numerical simulations of the 
early stages of avalanche and streamer formation, both fully particle in cell 
(Dowds et al., 2003; MacLachlan et al., 2009) and in hybrid codes (Li et al., 
2012). Each approach has its own merits, in that the former is able to recover 
fully the charged-particle distribution functions, and the latter is particularly 
eﬃcient in keeping the computational overhead to reasonable proportions. 
These numerical insights allow a greater understanding of the collective 
non-linear behaviour of electrons in such non-equilibrium situations, particu­
larly with regard to the population of energetic electrons in the Earth’s upper 
atmosphere. In the magnetically constrained calculations of MacLachlan et al. 
(2009), an initial spherical cloud of electrons expands under self-repulsion into 
an elongated structure with the long axis aligned with the magnetic ﬁeld, at 
the tips of which are the most energetic electrons (see Figure 3). The reason for 
this is clear: the inhibition of perpendicular transport by the strong magnetic 
ﬁeld means that the parallel-directed electrons experience the electrostatic re­
pulsion from the other electrons for longer than had there been no magnetic 
ﬁeld at all. Hence, any mechanism that delays the dispersion of free charge in 
an anisotropic way can provide a means by which energetic particle ﬂuxes can 
be produced along a particular direction, draining energy from the inhibited 
population in the anisotropic evolution. 
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3.2 Laboratory streamer discharges 
This section describes in more detail laboratory streamer discharges (compare 
with section 3.1) and the application of these concepts to sprites in the middle 
atmosphere (compare with section 4.1). 
In recent years, plasma discharges at atmospheric pressure have gained 
popularity due to their potential for a wide range of applications including 
plasma-assisted combustion, biomedical treatment, decontamination and thin 
ﬁlm coatings (Van Veldhuizen, 2000; Fridman et al., 2005). These discharges 
are particularly interesting for applications as they eﬃciently produce active 
species in well-controlled environments. Furthermore, the use of atmospheric 
pressure versus vacuum technologies reduces costs. In plasma processing reac­
tors, discharges are generally produced in small gas gaps (typically of a few 
millimetres) and interact with gas ﬂows. 
At atmospheric pressure, plasma discharges usually operate in a ﬁlamen­
tary mode, characterized by the initial propagation in the gas gap of an ioniza­
tion front, also called streamer, with a high electron number density (typically 
greater than 1014/cm3) in a narrow ﬁlament (typical radius of 100 µm). This 
discharge mode produces high concentrations of active species and can ef­
fectively enhance the reactivity to a level suﬃcient for many applications of 
interest such as plasma-assisted ﬂame ignition. Yet, ﬁlamentary discharges in­
duce a signiﬁcant degree of gas heating, which may be undesirable for certain 
applications that are adversely aﬀected by heat. One example is the treatment 
of sensitive surfaces or electronic equipment. Furthermore, the localization of 
the discharge is also undesirable for applications like thin-ﬁlm coating and the 
treatment of large surfaces. 
Therefore, many studies in recent years have been devoted to obtain dif­
fuse discharges at atmospheric pressure with nanosecond repetitively pulsed 
discharges (NRPD) between pin-pin electrodes (Pai et al., 2010) or dielectric 
barrier discharges with resistive-backing (Massines et al., 1998). Diﬀuse dis­
charges are characterized by a relatively low electron concentration and a larger 
excitation volume than those produced by typical ﬁlamentary discharges, with 
a negligible level of gas heating. These diﬀuse discharges thus are an interest­
ing alternative to ﬁlamentary discharges and open a complementary range of 
applications. 
In large-scale discharges at high altitudes, as in sprites (see for example 
Siingh et al., 2012, for a recent review of tranient luminous events), it is in­
teresting to note that the observed ﬁne structures are similar to small-scale 
streamers and are only scaled by the reduced air density at high altitudes 
(Pasko, 2007; Ebert et al., 2010). However, due to the change of densities, the 
relative importance of some processes (such as photoionization source terms) 
are enhanced at high altitudes in comparison to ground level. Then, the prob­
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ability of discharge branching due to a low preionization ahead of the streamer 
increases as altitude decreases (Liu and Pasko, 2004; Nijdam et al., 2010). It 
is also interesting to note that for the air densities corresponding to 0-70 km 
altitudes, the strong reduction of electron loss rates with the reduction of 
air pressure leads to a signiﬁcant acceleration of the gas heating as altitude 
increases (Riousset et al., 2010). At ground level and at high altitudes, the 
peak electric ﬁeld in the discharge front may be derived from recorded optical 
emissions of the discharge, and a detailed study is presented by Bonaventura 
et al. (2011). Finally, a few studies have been carried out on the production of 
energetic electrons by high altitude streamers (Chanrion and Neubert, 2010) 
and their implication in terrestrial gamma ray ﬂashes (Celestin and Pasko, 
2010). For applications at ground level, this subject has started to be studied 
recently as the applied voltages of the latest pulse generators increase and the 
voltage rise times decrease, which may favour the production of energetic elec­
trons (Nguyen et al., 2010). The challenge now is to simulate the time-space 
multi-scale character of the coupling of the discharge physics with chemistry, 
diﬀusion, gas heating and convection. 
3.3 Inﬂuence of dust and aerosols on streamer formation 
This section considers an established mechanism to create energetic charged 
particles in pulsed laboratory systems. It is speculated that this mechanism 
may also lead to the formation of energetic charged particles in the strato­
sphere. The proposed mechanism may be assisted by the presence of electri­
ﬁed sporadic aerosol layers (compare with section 3.4), grain-grain interactions 
(compare with section 3.5) and streamer discharges in dusty plasmas (com­
pare with section 3.6). Whether the associated microscopic small-scale electric 
ﬁelds help to setup the large scale electric ﬁelds which are required for the 
formation of elongated energetic charged particle beams in the Earth’s atmo­
sphere remains to be investigated in future studies. 
Dust or aerosols above thunderclouds could potentially play a very signiﬁ­
cant role in the creation of energetic charged particles. The scenario envisaged 
is as follows (see Figure 4): a large thundercloud has excess negative charge 
just above its upper side, and positive just below its lower surface. Free elec­
trons are produced at the cloud top in response to the inﬂux of electrons 
resulting from the lightning strike at the cloud underside; until this point, 
the cloud is electrically neutral albeit charge-separated. However, gaining an 
excess of electrons allows a repulsive electric ﬁeld to develop which launches 
free electrons oﬀ the topside of the cloud. The spectrum of energies of such 
electrons really depends on the initial/evolving geometry and the parameter 
regime (e.g. for restricted electron transport as described in MacLachlan et al. 
(2009)), but we envisage that some will reach ionizing energies and produce 
a positive ion population. A fraction of the free electrons will attach to the 
macroscopic particles that constitute the aerosol or dust population above the 
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thundercloud, leaving a positive ion trail behind such that an electrostatic 
charged structure is created. The positive ions act as a seed potential to form 
an electric ﬁeld with a radial component. Should there be another electron 
acceleration event from the top of the thundercloud in a shorter time interval 
than the positive ion transit time for quenching the dust charge, then these 
new electrons will be accelerated upwards in the electric ﬁeld produced by 
the positive ion channel and the negatively charged dust grains or aerosols ­
acting as a guiding, accelerating ﬁeld, and enhancing the initial impulse that 
caused them to be dislodged from the cloud top in the ﬁrst place. The grains 
(aerosols) plus the positive ion trail will act as a lens, adding an electrostatic 
potential derived from the previous event that will enhance acceleration and 
constrain the lateral dispersion of the electrons, so contributing to the produc­
tion of more energetic and beamed electrons. Such a harnessing of the previous 
charging cycle is common in pulsed laboratory systems. The closest laboratory 
concept is that of the hollow-cathode discharge, in which a strongly beamed 
electron distribution is produced from a cathode shaped in a partially-closed 
cylindrical conﬁguration with an anode trigger just outside (e.g., Becker et al., 
2006; Slevin and Harrison, 1975). In the thundercloud context, the analogy 
of the hollow cathode is the negatively-charged dust/aerosol structure above 
the cloud, and the anode is the positive ion trail from the previous discharge 
event. The challenge now is to simulate such an environment, building upon 
successful numerical work in sub-nanosecond avalanche studies combined with 
electrostatic enhancement from dust-charging processes. 
3.4 Observations of electriﬁed sporadic aerosol layers in the stratosphere 
This section describes the presence of sporadic aerosol layers in the strato­
sphere which may be assisted by the charging of dust (compare with section 
3.5) and result in the formation of energetic charged particles (compare with 
section 3.3). 
Recent work has shown that the stratospheric background aerosol content 
is more complex than was expected (Renard et al., 2008, 2010). In the lower 
stratosphere, typically between 10 and 25 km altitude, the main population 
is composed of liquid aerosols coming from volcanic eruptions, although some 
solid particulates are present. It must be noticed that even moderate vol­
canic eruptions can inject aerosols into the middle atmosphere (Vernier et al., 
2009). Above 25 km, some liquid aerosols can be found, but the main popula­
tion seems to be solid particulates. Analyses of the GOMOS-Envisat satellite 
data has indicated that these particles are mainly soot, probably coming from 
biomass burning and from anthropogenic activities in the troposphere. These 
aerosols are then transported into the stratosphere, perhaps assisted by pro­
cesses linked to the atmospheric electric ﬁeld. Also particulates coming from 
meteoritic disintegration, and grains and soot coming from recondensation, 
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can be found in the middle and upper stratosphere. 
Balloon-ﬂights of the improved version of the STAC aerosol counter (Re­
nard et al., 2008) have been performed, allowing the concentration and the size 
distribution of the submicronic liquid aerosols to be determined. STAC has al­
lowed the presence of solid aerosols having diameters greater than ∼1 µm to 
be detected. For most of the ﬂights, strong local enhancements of aerosol con­
centration were detected in the middle stratosphere, having a vertical extent 
on the order of ∼1 km, and a horizontal extent of less than a few tens of km. 
During the last STAC ﬂight, on 12 March 2011 from Kiruna (Northen Swe­
den), measurements of the charged aerosols were performed in the 5-25 km 
altitude range. On the same gondola, one STAC instrument was mounted 
with a deﬂecting system that prevents the charged aerosols from going in­
side the counting system, and another STAC was mounted without it. The 
measurements were conducted simultaneously during the balloon ascent and 
descent. Near the tropopause, at an altitude around ∼10 km, no signiﬁcant 
charged aerosol content was detected within a total aerosol content variability 
of ∼30-50 %. On the contrary, in the middle troposphere and in the middle 
stratosphere, ∼80-90 % of the solid aerosols were electrically charged. 
The STAC measurements have conﬁrmed that the stratospheric solid aero­
sols can be charged and the vertical transport of such particulates could be re­
lated to the atmospheric electric ﬁeld. The enhancement of the charged aerosol 
content in the middle stratosphere compared to the tropopause may be linked 
to spatial variations of the electric ﬁeld. Finally, such solid aerosols could play 
a role in the formation of transient luminous events. 
All these results and hypotheses need conﬁrmation and new measurements. 
The polarity of the charged particulates was not measured by STAC, but a new 
version of the instrument will allow that to be determined. It is expected that 
balloon ﬂights will be performed in 2013 with this new aerosol counter, coupled 
with atmospheric electric ﬁeld measurements obtained using the gondolas of 
the LATMOS-CNRS team. 
3.5 Electriﬁed dust in the troposphere 
This section discusses charging of dust in the troposphere. Similar mecha­
nisms may be relevant for the electriﬁcation of sporadic aerosol layers in the 
stratosphere (compare with section 3.4) and may assist the formation of the 
energetic charged particles associated with streamer formation (compare with 
section 3.3). 
Dust plays an important role in the radiative budget of the Earth’s atmo­
sphere, and hence the eﬀect of charge on its behaviour may also be of relevance 
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to the climate system. Charging of dust can occur during its generation, or 
through the attachment of atmospheric molecular cluster ions formed by natu­
ral radioactivity or cosmic rays. The physical consequences of charging include 
the enhanced removal of charged particles by water droplets compared with 
the removal of neutral particles (Tripathi et al., 2006), and eﬀects on coagula­
tion behaviour. Alignment of charged aggregates in atmospheric electric ﬁelds 
is also possible, by analogy with that observed for ice in thunderstorm electric 
ﬁelds (Saunders and Rimmer, 1999). Vertical dust alignment has been inferred 
from polarimeter measurements, decreasing the optical thickness of the dust 
layer by the “Venetian blind eﬀect” (Ulanowski et al., 2007). Whether this is 
electrical in origin is yet to be established, but, as the alignment inﬂuences 
the radiative properties of a dust layer, in situ measurements of charge in dust 
clouds are clearly needed to advance understanding. 
Recent tropospheric measurements of dust charging used two diﬀerent sen­
sors carried on standard the weather balloons. The ﬁrst sensor is an aerosol 
particle counter which measures particle size and number concentration using 
light scattered from particles drawn into a sampling chamber by an air pump. 
The second sensor is a dust charge sensor which consists of a 12 mm diameter 
spherical metal electrode, connected to an electrometer voltmeter. The impact 
from electriﬁed particles on the electrode transfers charge which changes the 
electrode voltage. Dust charging has been been reported for Saharan dust, and 
volcanic plumes which are known readily to electrify (Mather and Harrison, 
2006). Saharan dust measured over the Cape Verde Islands shows electriﬁ­
cation in regions coincident with abundant particle concentrations (Figure 5 
(a) and (b)) (Nicoll et al., 2011), and volcanic ash from the Icelandic volcano, 
Eyjafjallajo¨kull, showed slight electriﬁcation at considerable distances from its 
source (Figure 5 (c) and (d)) (Harrison et al., 2010). 
The experimental challenge of making such measurements is demanding, 
as the instrumentation may have to be deployed at short notice in harsh envi­
ronments, but constraining the charge on dust and ash is essential to models 
which evaluate the physical importance of dust charging in the Earth’s climate 
system. 
3.6 Electriﬁcation of dusty extrasolar environments 
This section describes the need for eﬃcient discharge mechanisms in dusty 
plasmas in extraterrestrial planetary environments. It discusses the forma­
tion of self-propagating ionisation fronts starting with an electron avalanche 
(streamer) discharges in mineral clouds as a potential mechanism, which are 
the precursor for relatively large-scale discharge events (compare with section 
3.3). 
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Transient luminous events are potentially powerful diagnostic tools also 
outside our solar system, due to their impact on the local environment and 
possibly due to a release of accelerated electrons into space. Studies have there­
fore been started to investigate charge processes in mineral clouds in planetary 
atmospheres, based on a model of kinetic dust formation (Helling and Woitke, 
2006). An estimate illustrates the charges needed to exert an eﬀect on the 
atmosphere environment. Local temperatures are so low that thermal ioni­
sation is negligible, hence the charge balance in a dust-gas mixture without 
external sources of ionisation is driven by collisional processes with dust grains 
dne/dt = Idust − Rdust = 0: 
Idust nd vrel
Nn2dπa
2 vrel − nendπa2 ce = 0 ⇒ 
Rdust 
∼ N
ne ce 
, (1) 
with ne and nd the electron and the dust number density, respectively, N 
the number of charges produced by a collision, a the dust grain radius, vrel a 
relative velocity, and ce the electron thermal velocity. Idust and Rdust are the 
constructive and destructive rates for electron production by dust collisions. 
An order of magnitude estimate for these parameters is for example given by, 
pgas ∼ 10−5 bar, Tgas ∼ 1000 K, nd ∼ 10−10 cm−3 (Helling et al., 2008a), 
vdrift ∼ 104 cm s−1 (Witte et al., 2009), ne ∼ 0.076 cm−3 for pe ∼ 10−14 dynrel � 
cm−2, ce = (2kT/me) = 1.7 × 107 cms−1 . 
Since the number density of dust grains is so much less than that of 
thermal electrons in planetary atmospheres, we require that the number of 
charges N produced by collisions must increase dramatically. We estimate that 
Idust/Rdust ∼ 7 10−13N , hence we require N > 1.4 1012 in the low-pressure · · 
part at pgas ∼ 10−5 bar of the cloud. Conditions are more favourable at higher 
pressures as fewer free charges would be needed. These numbers are, however, 
suﬃciently large that it is unlikely that a simple collisional process alone will 
produce such high numbers (Helling et al., 2011b). Numerical simulations of 
streamer evolution suggest comparable numbers of 1013 − 1014 cm2; three free 
charges form during the consecutive avalanches in the streamer (Dowds et al., 
2003; ?). Our results suggest that extraterrestrial atmosphere may not be in 
steady state, a fact that is known for the Earth atmosphere which undergoes 
non-equilibrium discharge events that participate in feeding the global atmo­
spheric electric circuit. 
We have shown that mineral dust clouds should be charged (Helling et al., 
2011a) based on the results from a dust cloud formation model that described 
seed formation, surface growth and evaporation, sedimentation and element 
conservation in an oxygen-rich, hydrogen-dominated atmosphere environment 
(Woitke and Helling, 2003; Helling and Woitke, 2006; Helling et al., 2008b). 
These clouds are made of grains composed of minerals that are a mixture 
of oxides, silicates and iron (left of Figure 6). The volume contribution of 
each condensate changes with height in the atmosphere reﬂecting the height-
dependent temperature inside the atmosphere. In addition, the grain sizes are 
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not constant, but grain sizes change with height and a whole distribution of 
grain radii, a, exists in each atmosphere layer as the eﬃciency of the dust 
formation processes changes (right of Figure 6). These cloud particles of dif­
ferent sizes frictionally couple to the turbulent atmospheric gas which greatly 
improves tribo-electric charging due to increased relative velocities. 
A cloud particle of a size of 0.5 µm carrying a charge of 103e (e.g, Desch 
and Cuzzi, 2000) has an electric ﬁeld of ∼107 V/m near its surface. If such 
two dust grains pass each other, a mini-capacitor exposing curved capacitor 
plates develops and a streamer event is initiated, (e.g., Dowds et al., 2003). 
Non-spherical eﬀects will further aﬀect the kinetic growth and the state of 
charge of an electrostaticaly charged cloud particle (Stark et al., 2007). Fur­
ther it has been demonstrated that the streamer life time can be expected to 
be longer than the Coulomb recombination time, and that in certain parts of 
a mineral cloud several successive streamers can develop until the grains are 
neutralised by Coulomb recombination. 
Transient luminous events should be expected to develop also from extra-
solar (mineral) clouds as the superposition of streamer events is larger at the 
cloud top. Here, at a pressure level of ≤∼ 10−6 bar, the electric breakdown 
ﬁeld is 105 to 109 times lower than the ∼1 bar-values given for the solar system 
planets. It is interesting to notice that the chemical composition of extrasolar 
planets does not necessarily resemble the known examples in our solar system 
providing a test bed for our knowledge primarily developed on Earth. 
4 Observations of transient luminous events 
Transient luminous events can be observed optically with video cameras from 
the ground (4.1) and they may cause optical emissions in the F-region iono­
sphere (4.2). Sprites also produce infrasound chirps which are observed with 
acoustic networks (4.3). Optical emissions (4.4) of lightning discharges and 
transient luminous events are observed from space with satellites. 
4.1 Optical observations of transient luminous events 
This section describes thunderstorm activity in southern France and optical 
observations of transient luminous events which can also be observed from 
space (compare with section 4.4) and are similar to small scale streamer dis­
charges in the laboratory (compare with section 3.2). Some transient luminous 
events are associated with infrasound signals (compare with section 4.3) and 
may be associated with faint illuminations of the F-region ionosphere (com­
pare with section 4.2). 
Transient Luminous Events are known since their ﬁrst optical observation 
in the late 80s (Franz et al., 1990). This ﬁrst event was later named “sprite” 
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when new cases were observed during dedicated campaigns a few years later 
(Sentman and Wescott, 1993; Boccippio et al., 1995). By analyzing recordings 
from cameras installed on board the Space Shuttle, Boeck et al. (1992) iden­
tiﬁed another kind of TLE as a transient airglow subsequently called “Emis­
sions of Light and Very low frequency perturbations from Electromagnetic 
pulse Sources” (elves) to describe their physical origin (Fukunishi et al., 1996). 
Amorphous glows which are diﬀerent from elves and which may precede sprites 
have been observed and are now named halos (e.g., Barrington-Leigh et al., 
2001). Upward discharges rising from the cloud top were observed for the ﬁrst 
time during an airborne campaign and are identiﬁed as blue jets (Wescott 
et al., 1995). Another upward discharge shooting up from the thundercloud 
and reaching altitudes within the lower ionosphere (70-90 km) was named gi­
gantic jet (Pasko et al., 2002; Su et al., 2003). 
Optical observations of transient luminous events (TLEs) are currently 
performed from several sites in southern France; these observations have been 
made for several years. The equipment at each site consists of a low-light 
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Watec 902H) mounted on a pan-tilt 
unit remotely controlled through the Internet. A 12 mm f/0.8 lens provides 
a 31o ﬁeld of view (FOV). The GPS time is inserted in the 20-ms resolution 
images by use of a video time inserter device. One of the stations is located 
at the Pic du Midi (42.93o N, 0.14o E, 2877 m altitude). TLE azimuth and 
elevation are deduced from the video imagery by using the software “Cartes 
du Ciel” (SkyCharts) by matching stars with those visible in the image. This 
method has an accuracy of less than ∼1 km at a distance of ∼300 km (Van 
der Velde et al., 2010). When a TLE is detected at several sites, each element 
of the TLE can be triangulated by use of the diﬀerent observed azimuths. 
Numerous sprites and other TLEs have been observed above storms through­
out the year over land (France and Spain) or over the sea (the western Mediter­
ranean Sea close to the Atlantic Ocean). Some TLEs and their parent storms 
have been analysed by assimilating various data sources (cloud top tempera­
ture from Meteosat satellite, cloud structure from radar reﬂectivity, lightning 
activity from several lightning detection networks, and ELF/VLF electromag­
netic radiation from various radio receivers). Several characteristic aspects of 
the storm producing TLEs, diﬀerent correlations between the type, shape, size 
and time delays of TLEs and characteristics of the associated lightning ﬂashes 
have been reported (e.g., Neubert et al., 2008; Van der Velde et al., 2006; 
Soula et al., 2009, 2010). Figure 7 displays diﬀerent types of TLEs observed 
at various distances (from 150 km to close to 900 km), locations and seasons 
throughout the year. These images correspond to 20-ms frames from the video 
imagery which include sprites, groups of sprites of diﬀerent types (column, 
carrot, dancing sprite, jellyﬁsh, ...), elves and halos (Barrington-Leigh et al., 
2001). Figure 7 includes also an image of one of the ﬁve gigantic jets recorded 
with a camera at Re´union Island (Soula et al., 2011). 
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The shape of the sprite event in one frame can depend on its stage of devel­
opment since it can last for several frames after the ﬁrst streamer is triggered 
at an altitude of about 70 km. The number of sprite elements is very variable 
and can reach several tens in a group of columns. The elements in a group 
of sprites can be organized in a ring shape and may be horizontally displaced 
from the location of the parent lightning ﬂash. Sometimes the sprite elements 
can be oriented towards the parent lightning ﬂash (Neubert et al., 2008). The 
overwhelming majority of sprite-producing lightning ﬂashes are positive cloud-
to-ground (+CG) ﬂashes occurring within the stratiform region of the storm 
(Van der Velde et al., 2006; Soula et al., 2009). The tendrils which develop 
downward below the luminous sprite body are much more numerous for car­
rot sprites. The diﬀuse light at the top of sprites is more developed for carrot 
sprites and can make the sprite look like a jellyﬁsh. The carrot sprites can be 
associated with a halo which is generally produced earlier by the same ﬂash 
which has a large peak current. 
The typical frequency of sprite production for a storm during the favourable 
period is generally around 0.2 min−1 . However, several sprite events can be 
triggered by successive positive CG ﬂashes within a very short time delay 
(typically <1 s) which indicates that the conditions are more favourable when a 
positive ﬂash is rapidly produced after a previous ﬂash (Soula et al., 2010). The 
elves are rather observed above storms over the sea and appear as luminous 
rings with a visible diameter of about 300 km. They can be either produced 
by positive or negative CG ﬂashes with large peak currents. The gigantic jets 
have been observed to be preceded by intracloud lightning activity and carry 
negative charge out of the main cloud charge region (Soula et al., 2011). This 
conﬁrms the theory proposed by (Krehbiel et al., 2008) based on a discharge 
triggered between unbalanced cloud charges to explain gigantic jets. 
4.2 Optical observations of sprite-induced transient luminous events in the 
F-region ionosphere. 
This section describes the possibility of faint illuminations of the F-region iono­
sphere associated with plasma resonances due to the electromagnetic pulse gen­
erated by intense lightning discharges, which are also known to cause the tran­
sient luminous events above thunderclouds in the middle atmosphere (compare 
with section 4.1). 
It is now well known that pumping the F-region ionosphere with high-power 
high-frequency (HF, 2-10 MHz) radio waves may cause various plasma-insta­
bilities and wave-particle interactions, which lead to electron acceleration up 
to several 10s of eV (e.g., Gustavsson et al., 2005), i.e. supra-thermal electron 
ﬂuxes. Through collisions these high-energy electrons can produce all the op­
tical emissions known in the natural aurora. The phenomenon is called the 
artiﬁcial aurora. Typical F-region optical emissions and their threshold ener­
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gies are 630 nm (∼2 eV), 557.7 nm (∼4.2 eV), 777.4 nm (∼9 eV) and 844.6 nm 
(∼ 11 eV) from atomic oxygen as well as 427.8 nm (∼18.6 eV) from ionised 
molecular nitrogen. Figure 8 shows examples of artiﬁcial auroras generated by 
the high-power HF facility (Stubbe, 1996) at the European Incoherent SCAT­
ter radar facility (EISCAT), located in northern Norway (Rishbeth and van 
Eyken, 1993). See Kosch et al. (2007a) for a review of recent observations from 
several pump facilities around the world. 
In addition to optical emissions, pumping the ionosphere with high-power 
HF radio waves produces a variety of other eﬀects, including bulk electron tem­
perature enhancements from a background of ∼1500 K up to ∼4000 K (e.g., 
Robinson et al., 1996), ion outﬂow (Kosch et al., 2010) as well as magnetic 
ﬁeld-aligned meter-scale plasma irregularities called striations (e.g., Honary 
et al., 1999). All the above phenomena are associated with the upper-hybrid 
plasma resonance, which occurs in a magnetized plasma, and which is present 
a few km below the HF reﬂection altitude in the F-region ionosphere (e.g., 
Kosch et al., 2002). See Kosch et al. (2007b) for a discussion of relevant wave-
particle interactions. 
Plasma resonances leading to electron acceleration are found to be very 
sensitive to the aspect angle between the radio wave propagation direction 
and the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld direction (e.g., Kosch et al., 2011); artiﬁcial 
auroras are likewise much more intense close to the magnetic zenith (Kosch 
et al., 2000). Unfortunately, only a small number of ionospheric pump facil­
ities exist in the world and so it is not easy to quantify this eﬀect properly. 
However, sprites and their parent lightning discharges are known to produce 
powerful radio waves over a broad spectrum (e.g., Fu¨llekrug et al., 2011b; Si­
ingh et al., 2008; Farrell and Desch, 1992), including the HF band. This means 
that the upper-hybrid resonance can be stimulated for a wide altitude range in 
the F-region. Therefore, sprites make good, if intermittent, radio wave sources 
to study electron acceleration by wave-plasma resonance in the F-region at 
locations where pump facilities are not available. Since the sprite strike occurs 
mostly vertically, a doughnut of radiation, centred on the sprite similar to a 
vertical dipole radiator, is expected to propagate outwards in all directions 
except vertically. Hence, F-region wave-particle interactions are expected to 
occur several tens of km horizontally away from the sprite location. Our expe­
rience with ionospheric modiﬁcation facilities is that k parallel to B enhances 
the production of optical emissions from accelerated electrons resulting from 
wave-plasma interactions. If sprite emissions are similar to a vertical dipole, 
then one would expect induced optical emissions to appear more readily at 
mid- and low latitudes rather than at high latitudes since a vertical dipole 
will have a radiation ﬁeld of signiﬁcant strength from the horizontal up to at 
least ∼45o elevation angle. Optical emissions are excited with a radio wave 
ﬂux above ∼40 µW/m2 in the F-layer ionosphere (Bryers et al., 2012, Fig. 5). 
To obtain the radio wave ﬂux quantitatively requires knowledge of the source 
power as well as the D-layer ionosphere radio wave absorption, which can be 
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very signiﬁcant at high frequencies. For controlled experiments where incoher­
ent scatter radars are available, the power ﬂux estimate can be done (Bryers 
et al., 2012). In principle, this can also be done for sprites, and could be a 
subject for future work. The resulting F-region optical emissions of known 
wavelengths can be detected from the ground as is commonly done for the 
auroras, both natural and artiﬁcial. From these calibrated multi-wavelength 
data, the energy spectrum of the accelerated electrons can be extracted (Gus­
tavsson et al., 2005) for a wide range of aspect angles. 
4.3 Infrasound from transient luminous events 
This section describes the generation of infrasound signatures caused by tran­
sient luminous events above thunderclouds in the middle atmosphere (compare 
with section 4.1). 
The possibility that transient luminous events (TLEs) radiate infrasound 
or acoustic waves in the atmosphere has been the subject of research for many 
years since the ﬁrst TLE observations were made in the beginning of the 1990s. 
Such emissions can be the signature of speciﬁc processes occurring inside the 
TLE structure, such as the heating of ambient air. Such observations are dif­
ﬁcult as these signals are observed several hundred seconds after the sprites. 
This delay corresponds to the propagation time at the sound velocity in the 
atmospheric waveguide formed between the ground and the temperature in­
creases of the stratosphere and lower thermosphere. The ﬁrst observations 
possibly related to sprites were performed in Sweden, in spite of the low thun­
derstorm activity in the high latitude regions compared with other regions 
of the Earth. Liszka (2004) observed chirp signals attributed to sprites while 
thunderstorms were located at distances of several hundred kilometers from 
the observation stations. Statistics have been obtained over 10 years and used 
to study some mechanisms (Liszka and Hobara, 2006). 
The ﬁrst infrasound signals unambiguously produced by sprites were ob­
served in France. Chirp signals similar to those observed in Sweden were re­
lated one to one to sprites observed by cameras, using infrasound ray tracing 
models in a realistic atmosphere (Farges et al., 2005). The size of the sprite 
directly determines the infrasound signal duration of about several tens of 
seconds. This corresponds to the time diﬀerence between the propagation of 
infrasound coming from the nearest and farthest sides of the sprite. The chirp 
structure, or frequency dispersion, is the eﬀect of the attenuation in the lower 
thermosphere where infrasound is reﬂected prior to detection on the ground. 
The ﬁrst infrasound signal from the nearest side of the sprite is reﬂected at 
a higher altitude with a reduced high-frequency content, compared with the 
last signal generated from the farthest side reﬂected at a lower altitude with 
enhanced high-frequency content. Recent models of the weak air heating in 
streamer channels in sprites on the order of several degrees Kelvin explain the 
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production of the observed signals (Pasko and Snively, 2007). 
The new infrasound stations composed of infrasound mini arrays measure 
elevation angle and azimuth from which infrasound propagation can be in­
ferred when the propagation from a sprite to the station is direct at distances 
less than 100 km. Inversion localizes the infrasound origin inside the sprite 
structure at altitudes ranging from 40 to 90 km (Farges and Blanc, 2010). In 
this case inverted chirp signals are measured. This morphology of the infra-
sound signal reveals the general scaling of the diameters of the sprite stream­
ers as being inversely proportional to the air density (De Larquier and Pasko, 
2010). This methodology oﬀers an opportunity for systematic sprite observa­
tions without the limitations on the ﬁeld of view or nighttime imposed by 
camera observations. In this way, sprite occurrence rates can be determined 
by taking into account the detection eﬃciency (some sprites are not detected) 
and the false alarm rate (some events are not sprites) (Ignaccolo et al., 2006). 
It is therefore proposed to complement sprite infrasound observations with 
other observational technologies. 
4.4 Observations of transient luminous events above thunderstorms from 
space 
This section describes the observation of transient luminous events above thun­
derclouds from space (compare with section 4.1). 
Up to now, TLEs have mainly been observed from space towards the hori­
zon (Mende et al., 2006; Yair et al., 2004), where sprites and lightning are 
spatially distinguishable. TLE observations above thunderstorms are diﬃcult 
because the sprites are superimposed on the intense emissions of the lightning 
below, and diﬀused by clouds. Such observations can be performed in the most 
intense emission line of sprites N2 1P at 762.7 nm which coincides with the 
molecular oxygen absorption band of the atmosphere. The optical emissions of 
lightning, produced at lower altitudes than sprites, are absorbed but they can­
not be totally suppressed in this way. Two cameras, one in the main lightning 
emission band and the other in the sprite emission band have to be used to 
fully extract the sprite response by spectral diﬀerentiation (Blanc et al., 2006). 
Such a methodology has been validated on board the International Space Sta­
tion by the experiment LSO (Lightning and Sprite Observations) (Blanc et al., 
2004, 2006). This method will be used by the TARANIS satellite (Blanc et al., 
2007; Lefeuvre et al., 2008) and by other space missions, such as GLIMS and 
ASIM. The interest of such observations from space at the nadir is the possi­
bility to measure together TLEs and all hard radiations above thunderclouds 
which is needed for a better understanding of the processes involved. 
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5 Electromagnetic emissions from lightning discharges and electron 
beams 
Electron beams can radiate electromagnetic waves which are observed in lab­
oratory experiments (5.1). In the Earth’s atmosphere, electromagnetic waves 
from lightning discharges can be observed with a spiral array of radio receivers 
(5.2). Upward beams of relativistic electrons emit radio waves from low fre­
quencies of some tens to hundreds of kHz (5.3). Radio signatures of lightning 
discharges and transient luminous events are observed from space with satel­
lites (5.4). 
5.1 Electromagnetic radiation from electron beams 
This section describes studies of electromagnetic radiation from electron beams 
in the laboratory which has been relevant for auroral emission processes (com­
pare with section 6.1, 6.2 and 6.4) and may help to explain radio emissions 
from the middle atmosphere (compare with section 5.3). 
Laboratory experiments in which relativistic electron beams with well-
determined parameters are observed interacting with known gas mixtures, 
with and without applied magnetic ﬁelds, can provide a valuable complement 
to satellite and ground-based observations of naturally occurring phenomena. 
The observable emissions in these laboratory simulations include emitted spec­
tra of ultraviolet, visible, infrared and longer wavelength (radio frequency, RF) 
electromagnetic radiation. As well as measuring the emitted spectral param­
eters, in situ measurements in the laboratory of the energetic particle beam 
velocity distributions, both before and after the interactions, can be recorded. 
These data are valuable in establishing self-consistent models of the energy 
transfer mechanisms involved (a) in accelerating the beams and (b) subse­
quently dissipating the energy of the beams via a number of processes includ­
ing particle collisions and electromagnetic radiation production over several 
spectral ranges. 
It has been understood for a long time that energetic electron beams pass­
ing through media, both with and without applied magnetic ﬁelds, can produce 
observable radiation by numerous mechanisms including bound-bound, free-
bound and free-free atomic and molecular transitions, and that electron beams 
passing through an ionized medium can stimulate several types of collective 
instabilities (Allen and Phelps, 1977) that typically result in the emission of 
longer wavelength radiation. In the latter case depending upon the speciﬁc pa­
rameters of the interaction region the emitted electromagnetic radiation can be 
at the plasma frequency, the cyclotron frequency (Trakhtengerts and Rycroft, 
2008), or at several other frequencies, including the upper and lower hybrid 
resonance frequencies. In the case of free electron masers (Ginzburg et al., 
2002a) the emitted radiation is normally upshifted in frequency, depending on 
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how highly relativistic the electrons are. 
Simulations in the laboratory usually need to be scaled because the labo­
ratory dimensions are much smaller than those in the upper atmosphere, the 
ionosphere and the magnetosphere. Provided similar ratios of the most signiﬁ­
cant parameters are maintained, the laboratory simulations provide a realistic 
comparison with the naturally occurring phenomena that occupy much larger 
volumes (McConville et al., 2008; Ronald et al., 2011). Care needs to be taken 
in the design of the laboratory simulations and the interpretation of some in­
teractions that do not lend themselves to straightforward scaling. Where, for 
example, an absolute threshold exists for a physical process, such as the parti­
cle energy thresholds that need to be exceeded for optical, X-ray and gamma 
ray production, the laboratory simulations are likely to need to be conducted 
in separate experimental regimes. Although the electric ﬁelds applied in the 
smaller dimensions of the laboratory simulations can be scaled up relative to 
those existing in the natural environment, the total electric potential diﬀer­
ences experienced by the particles also need to result in accelerated particle 
energies that exceed the absolute thresholds for optical, X-ray and gamma 
ray production. In laboratory simulation experiments aimed primarily at sim­
ulating the generation of RF in the natural environment, it is therefore more 
diﬃcult to simulate simultaneously the generation of all the shorter wavelength 
radiation emissions observed in the natural environment. By conducting the 
laboratory simulations in separately scaled regimes, ranging from the genera­
tion of non-ionizing (RF) radiation through to ionizing radiation (X-rays and 
gamma rays), it is possible to simulate each individual natural process and 
thereby provide an improved understanding of the naturally occurring phe­
nomena. In laboratory simulations of RF generation the laboratory particle 
densities and any applied magnetic ﬁelds tend to be considerably higher in the 
laboratory experiments, which results in the relevant frequencies being greatly 
increased. For example the observed frequencies that are in the RF range in 
the natural environment tend to be typically scaled up into the microwave 
range in the laboratory simulations. This, however, results in the beneﬁcial 
accompanying eﬀect by which the wavelengths are correspondingly reduced 
and so the number of wavelengths that can ﬁt within the smaller scale labo­
ratory experiments is maintained suﬃciently large so as to result in the same 
scale length to wavelength ratios that occur in the larger scale length natural 
phenomena. Examples of successful laboratory simulations of natural elec­
tron beam driven RF phenomena above the Earth’s auroral regions have been 
reported (McConville et al., 2008; Ronald et al., 2011). The development of 
powerful computer codes and fast, large-memory computers has led to realistic 
numerical particle-in-cell (PiC) code simulations (Speirs et al., 2008; Gillespie 
et al., 2008) of both the natural phenomena and the laboratory-based relativis­
tic electron beam experiments. In situations where the electron beam current 
is suﬃciently high, it has been shown that narrowband RF radiation can be 
generated eﬃciently by a beam of relativistic electrons without requiring the 
normal resonant cavity structures (Ginzburg et al., 2002b), as a consequence 
� 
� 
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of the phenomenon of superradiance (Ginzburg et al., 1997; Yalandin et al., 
2000). 
The previous laboratory simulations and numerical modelling of discharges 
and electron beam interactions that have been cited herein have mainly con­
tributed to a better understanding of electron beam driven auroral emission 
processes. The increasing use of a range of PiC codes supports laboratory ex­
periments and the ability to model satellite observations of auroral kilometric 
radiation. It is suggested that relevant relativistic electron beam laboratory 
facilities and novel diagnostic experimental techniques would contribute im­
portantly to a collaborative research programme on energetic charged particles 
and hard radiation above thunderclouds. This will support the aim of obtain­
ing an improved understanding of the coupling processes between the Earth’s 
atmosphere and near-Earth space that will be observed by the TARANIS re­
search platform. 
5.2 Observation of lightning discharges with spiral array 
This section describes an eﬃcient interferometric network geometry to map 
the electromagnetic emissions from lightning discharges and electron beams in 
two dimensions (compare with section 5.3). 
The analysis of the electromagnetic radiation wave ﬁeld recorded using a 
network with a structured geometric conﬁguration and array processing tech­
niques will allow the determination of the elevations and azimuths of atmo­
spheric energetic events as well as the description of the time evolution and 
properties of the electromagnetic wave ﬁelds. 
The array being considered as an integrated instrument as a whole, its 
transfer function TA(k) for a given topology Adistrib(lon, lat) corresponds to 
the stack in the wave number space of an impulse source that propagates with 
an inﬁnite velocity (zenithal incidence) over all the receivers xp of the array 
Ns
Adistrib(lon, lat) = δ(lon − lonp)δ(lat − latp), (2) 
p=1 
Ns
TA(k) = e 
ikxp , where xp = (lonp, latp), (3) 
p=1 
The separation ability of the array being deﬁned by the half width of the cen­
tral peak of TA(k). Taking into account the frequency band of the lightning 
discharges observed, i.e. from some tens to hundreds of kHz (Fu¨llekrug et al., 
2011b) we propose to spread an array of radio receivers made up of 14 individ­
ual antennas with a speciﬁc spiral geometry that avoids wave number aliasing 
� � 
� � � 
� � 
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(Figure 9). 
The wavelengths involved ranging from some km to tens of km will cross 
the array with apparent velocities between the speed of light c for horizontal 
incidence up to ∞ for zenithal incidence corresponding to wave numbers 2π/λ 
ranging from 0 to 10−3 − 10−4 rd.m−1. A deterministic approximation of the 
lightning discharge allows the electromagnetic radiation to be modelled as a 
superposition of contributions (or components) 1 ≤ j ≤ Nc that arrive at a 
location x(lon, lat) at a given time t for each frequency fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nf ; 
each contribution being characterized by its (horizontal) wave number kij = 
(klon , klat ij ij ) and amplitude εij (t) where η is additive noise 
Nf Nc
E(t, x) = εij (t) × e i(kijx−2πfit+φij (t)) + η(t, x). (4) 
i=1 j=1 
As far as the signal processing techniques allow it, array analysis enables the 
signal to be decomposed into separate components, working in both wave num­
ber space and time-frequency space. 
The back azimuth θij and the apparent velocity c
app of each component are ij 
/klat appdetermined with θij = tan
−1(klon ij ) and c = 2πfi/||kij ||, thus assuming ij ij 
a rectilinear propagation at the speed of light c0, the zenithal angle of each 
source related to each component is determined as ϕij = sin
−1(c0/c
app). The ij 
response of the array to the wave ﬁeld given in equation 4 is ⎛ ⎞ 
Ns Nf Nc
R(t) = ⎝ εij (t) × e i(kijxp−2πfit+φij (t)) + η(t, xp)⎠ . (5) 
p=1 i=1 j=1 
In the wave number space, eq. 5 corresponds to a Dirac distribution point­
ing to all kij convolved with TA(k) with amplitudes proportional to εij (t) 
(Figure 10). The emergence of these peaks in the frequency domain depends 
on the frequency content of εij (t). It becomes thus possible to deduce the in­
formation (θij , ϕij , fi) and the time occurrences of the kij components using 
a global time-frequency-wave number analysis method (Delprat et al., 1992; 
Schissele´ et al., 2004, 2005; Mallat, 2009) or time-frequency-wave number-
polarization analysis using quaternion techniques (Le Bihan and Sangwine, 
2003; Miron et al., 2006). Real time analysis could also be considered using 
techniques such as the Progressive Multiple Channel Correlation (Cansi, 1995). 
The back azimuth accuracy is given by 
Δθij = cos(θ) × sin(θ) Δkx + Δky (6)
kx ky 
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and the apparent velocity uncertainty by 
ΔCapp Δf 
= + 
Δ||k|| 
. (7)
Capp f ||k|| 
The accuracy of Capp depends on Δ||k|| that may be constant considering a ||k||
denser k sampling for the smaller values of k. In such a wavenumber sampling 
strategy, the accuracy Δθ and the uncertainty of Capp can reach a few degrees 
and a few percent respectively. 
5.3 Radio remote sensing of upward relativistic electron beams 
This section describes the radio remote sensing of electron beams above thun­
derclouds which may be detected with a sprial array (compare with section 
5.2). The emitted electromagnetic radiation may be reproduced in the labo­
ratory (compare with section 5.1) and can be detected at satellite altitudes 
(compare with section 5.4). 
It is now well recognized that electric breakdown of air inside thunder­
clouds occurs at an ambient electric ﬁeld strength of ∼105 V/m at sea level 
which is ∼1 order of magnitude smaller than the conventional electric ﬁeld 
breakdown threshold of air (Gurevich and Zybin, 2005; Marshall et al., 1995; 
Gurevich et al., 1992). This observation might be explained by a relativis­
tic mechanism which requires energetic seed particles with energies above the 
runaway threshold of ∼10 keV or more (Lehtinen et al., 1999), dependent on 
the electric ﬁeld strength present. Feedback mechanisms can assist to initiate 
a quickly growing electron avalanche (Dwyer et al., 2009; Dwyer, 2003) which 
radiates electromagnetic waves (Dwyer, 2012; Cummer et al., 2011; Gurevich 
et al., 2003). The seed particles could be secondary electrons from cosmic ray 
protons with primary energies of ∼1015–1016 eV (Gurevich and Zybin, 2005), 
but the diﬀusion of runaway electrons suggests that these seed particles from 
cosmic rays may not be suﬃcient (Dwyer, 2010). Alternatively, the seed parti­
cles could originate from thermal runaway electrons in leader and/or streamer 
tips (Celestin and Pasko, 2012, 2011; Moss et al., 2006). The avalanche of 
runaway electrons produces gamma ray photons with energies ranging from 
∼1-100 MeV which are now routinely recorded on board spacecraft as terres­
trial gamma ray ﬂashes (Tavani et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2005; Fishman et al., 
1994). 
It was recently proposed that terrestrial gamma ray ﬂashes (TGFs) of long 
duration may in fact be the detections of energetic electrons which propa­
gated along the geomagnetic ﬁeld line to the conjugate hemisphere (Dwyer 
et al., 2008). This novel interpretation is supported by the detection of tran­
sient narrow beams of relativistic electrons on board the SAMPEX spacecraft 
which are now denoted terrestrial electron ﬂashes (Carlson et al., 2011, 2009). 
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A detailed reanalysis of terrestrial gamma ray ﬂashes on the FERMI space­
craft established an unambiguous association with lightning discharges in the 
conjugate hemisphere which conﬁrmed that the electrons indeed propagated 
along the geomagnetic ﬁeld line to the spacecraft (Cohen et al., 2010). The 
coincident enhancement of the gamma ray spectrum at the positron annihila­
tion line of 511 keV revealed that these electron beams are accompanied by 
positrons (Briggs et al., 2011) as predicted by (Dwyer et al., 2008). 
Relativistic electron beams above thunderclouds emit bursts of low fre­
quency electromagnetic waves which can be used to determine the physical 
parameters of electron beams by radio remote sensing (Roussel-Dupre´ et al., 
1998; Roussel-Dupre´ and Gurevich, 1996). The predicted electromagnetic ra­
diation of such electron beams has been detected by use of low frequency (LF) 
electromagnetic waves from ∼40–400 kHz which exhibit a relatively ﬂat spec­
trum when compared with the spectrum of lightning discharges (Fu¨llekrug 
et al., 2010). A detailed analysis shows that these radio signals tend to occur 
∼2–9 ms after positive cloud-to-ground lightning discharges in agreement with 
the simulations. The lightning discharges deposit electromagnetic energy into 
the middle atmosphere which is subsequently partially discharged by electron 
beams and transient luminous events (compare with section 4.1). The electron 
beams occur at heights between ∼22–72 km above thunderclouds as inferred 
from the multipath propagation of the electromagnetic waves, i.e. a discrim­
ination between the ground wave and the ﬁrst hop sky wave reﬂected from 
the ionosphere. The numerical simulations suggest that the electron beams 
gain a mean energy of ∼7 MeV to transport a total charge of ∼-10 mC up­
wards within a downward impulsive current ∼3 × 10−3 Am−2 (Fu¨llekrug et al., 
2011b). Note that these electron beams above thunderclouds currently appear 
to be very rare and that the energetic electrons and gamma rays escaping into 
near-Earth space remain to be detected by the TARANIS satellite which is 
speciﬁcally designed for simultaneous measurements of optical signatures from 
transient luminous events, electromagnetic waves, X- and gamma rays and en­
ergetic charged particles. 
Future investigations of upward electron beams emanating from thunder­
clouds require a combination of observations on board the TARANIS satellite 
with sophisticated ground-based observations to constrain numerical simula­
tions. The satellite needs to be able to distinguish between the energy de­
position by terrestrial gamma ray ﬂashes and terrestrial electron ﬂashes, for 
example, by discriminating between their arrival directions. Simultaneous ob­
servations of electromagnetic waves on the ground need to cover a frequency 
range from some Hz up to tens of MHz to determine the complete radio spec­
trum generated by the electron beams. An interferometric array of radio re­
ceivers can map the radio sky (Figure 12) above thunderclouds, in order to 
obtain quantitative information on the charge transfer through the middle 
atmosphere. Extremely sensitive, high speed ∼1 µs optical imaging at UV 
wavelengths (e.g., ∼340 nm) may complement the radio recordings and help 
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to determine the spatial evolution of electron beams and their chemical impact 
on the neutral atmosphere. 
5.4 Radio signatures of lightning and transient luminous events in space 
This section describes the remote sensing of electromagnetic emissions from 
lightning discharges and transient luminous events on board of satellites. These 
measurements are also relevant for the detection of electron beams above thun­
derclouds (compare with section 5.3). 
Ground-based observations of ELF/VLF atmospherics (sferics) have been 
extensively used for characterizing lightning discharges linked to transient lu­
minous events. Such measurements allow the conﬁrmation of sprite-causative 
cloud-to-ground ﬂashes derived from lightning detection networks, and the 
characterization of the recorded waveforms in terms of their ELF slow-tail 
content (Reising et al., 1996) and charge transfer (Cummer and Inan, 2000). 
Due to the lack of data, ELF/VLF remote sensing of TLE causative lightning 
discharges from space is much less developed. Nevertheless, it is clear that 
information collected above the source regions may usefully complement ob­
servations made below them. 
The ﬁrst recording of satellite ELF/VLF waveform data associated with 
TLE observations was obtained during the DEMETER summer 2005 cam­
paign. During that campaign TLEs were observed on the ground from Lang­
muir Laboratory in New Mexico, USA, and ELF/VLF waveform data were 
simultaneously recorded on board the satellite DEMETER and at Langmuir 
and Palmer station, Antarctica (Lefeuvre et al., 2009). However, because of the 
limitations of the operating modes and of the available scientiﬁc payload, only 
very few well-coordinated observations could be obtained. To overcome these 
limitations the French satellite TARANIS dedicated to the study of transient 
energy transfer processes known to occur above thunderstorms will have the 
capability to combine nadir optical observations of TLEs and high resolution 
wave ﬁeld measurements over the frequency range DC - 35 MHz. By analysing 
these measurements it will be possible to obtain new information regarding the 
generation mechanisms. To achieve this aim it is necessary to disentangle the 
wave ﬁeld perturbation due to the atmosphere-ionosphere propagation from 
the perturbation due to the transient luminous events (Fu¨llekrug et al., 2011a). 
From simulations performed using the IRI model for the ionospheric den­
sity proﬁle and the Wait and Spies (1964) electron-collision proﬁle, it can be 
shown that the transmission of ELF/VLF wave energy from the atmosphere 
to the ionosphere is performed through a complex k-ﬁltering system which 
depends on the electron density proﬁle at the bottom of the ionosphere (D 
and E regions), the electron-collision proﬁle, and the wave frequency. From 
the DEMETER data it was also shown that thunderstorm-active regions and 
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VLF ground-based transmitters have a strong impact on the ionosphere above 
(Parrot et al., 2009). Consequently, to maximize the science return of the 
TARANIS mission, the modelling of the lower ionospheric layers and the char­
acterization of the atmospheric conditions favouring the transfer of wave en­
ergy from the atmosphere to the ionosphere above thunderstorms are of prime 
interest. 
6 Energetic charged particles and their impact on the Earth’s 
atmosphere 
Energetic charged particles impinging on the upper atmosphere result in ion­
ization (6.1) which leads to perturbations of the ambient atmospheric chem­
istry which can be studied using various ground-based radio experiments (6.2). 
Upward and downward streaming energetic charged particles in the radiation 
belts (6.3) are aﬀected by lightning discharges which need to be considered for 
spacecraft protection (6.4). 
6.1 SuperDARN and energetic charged particles 
This section describes the remote sensing of particle precipitation with Super-
DARN, the relationship with the global atmospheric electric circuit (compare 
with section 2) and the possibility of detecting atmospheric gravity waves 
and particle precipitation above thunderstorms at mid latitudes which may 
be associated with electromagnetic emissions (compare with section 5.1) and 
perturbations of ambient atmospheric chemistry (compare with section 6.2). 
The Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) is an expanding 
network of HF coherent scatter radars whose primary aim has been to investi­
gate the ionospheric ﬂows in response to a range of diﬀerent forcing conditions 
(for recent reviews see Chisham et al., 2007; Lester, 2008). The network be­
gan in 1995 with 6 radars in the northern hemisphere and 2 in the southern 
hemisphere while, at the start of 2012, there are 17 in the north and 8 in 
the south, with another 5 expected to be deployed in the north and 2 in the 
south in 2012. The radars were not originally designed to make measurements 
associated with either energetic particles or electric ﬁelds associated with thun­
derclouds in the geoelectric circuit. Nevertheless, there are certain observations 
which have been made which could supplement any new observations; these 
are outlined below. 
Comparison of EISCAT measurements with SuperDARN radar spectra 
(Milan et al., 1999) demonstrated that the power in the radar spectrum could 
be enhanced by charged particle precipitation into the ionosphere associated 
with auroral arcs. In this study several events where the main peak of the Su­
perDARN radar spectrum was enhanced (e.g., Figure 11) were discussed. The 
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top three panels of Figure 11 illustrates one such event where the middle panel 
of the top row is the spectrum with enhanced power. Each of the three radar 
spectra in this row are normalised to the peak power in the middle spectrum 
and the two spectra on either side of this spectrum are those associated with 
low levels of electron density measured by EISCAT. In addition to the en­
hanced power there is also a secondary peak in the spectrum, with a negative 
Doppler velocity. The second row shows a similar example later in the period 
where the central panel again shows a signiﬁcant enhancement, although on 
this occasion there is an additional peak with a larger positive Doppler velocity. 
If there are signiﬁcant ﬂuxes of energetic charged particles coming upward 
from thunderclouds then it is anticipated that such spectral enhancements 
would be expected to be seen with the radars. The issue for the SuperDARN 
radars would be where the precipitation would cause enhanced electron den­
sity. If this occurs in the E-region, then signatures such as those shown in 
Figure 11 are likely while, if the electron density is enhanced in the D region, 
then the most likely eﬀect will be the loss of the radar signal. This would be 
due to the enhanced signal absorption at the operational frequencies (Milan 
et al., 1999; Gauld et al., 2002). Such enhanced ionisation in the D-region due 
to lightning, speciﬁcally sprites and elves, has been established (Fu¨llekrug and 
Rycroft, 2006). 
In addition to particle precipitation there is also the possibility for a con­
tribution to the geoelectric circuit (e.g., Roble, 1991). Recently comparisons 
between observations of the vertical component of the fair weather electric 
ﬁeld at the ground at high latitudes and the SuperDARN estimates of the 
electric ﬁeld above Hornsund have been made (Odzimek et al., 2011). In this 
study 31 fair weather days at Hornsund were identiﬁed between November 
2004 and June 2009 and the ionospheric potential, estimated using the so-
called map potential technique (Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998), has been used. 
The comparison illustrates a clear correlation between the change in the ver­
tical electric ﬁeld at the ground (ΔEzn in V/m) and the ionospheric potential 
(Vconv in V) which can be represented by the following empirical relationship 
ΔEzn = 0.00094 Vconv + 0.0093· 
Observations made by SuperDARN radars at high latitudes can therefore 
be used for the extraction of the ionospheric convection eﬀects in the ground 
level geoelectric ﬁeld from the ﬁeld generated by electriﬁed clouds globally. 
Furthermore, while this is the fair weather electric ﬁeld, it is possible that any 
signiﬁcant electric ﬁelds associated with thunderclouds could also be related in 
some way to the overhead ionospheric potential measured above thunderstorm 
areas. 
While not directly related to the energetic charged particles associated with 
thunderstorms, SuperDARN may also be able to observe atmospheric gravity 
waves (AGWs) stimulated in the middle atmosphere by such thunderstorms. 
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These AGWs are most likely to break at the mesopause, but measurements of 
mesospheric winds by SuperDARN are possible (e.g., Hibbens et al., 2011) as 
are radar echoes which have similar annual occurrence distributions to polar 
mesosphere summer echoes, PMSE (e.g., Ogawa et al., 2003; Hosokawa et al., 
2005). The AGWs caused by the thunderstorms may be visible in the variabil­
ity of these observations. 
With the extension of SuperDARN to mid-latitudes, in particular in the 
middle of continental USA, there is now a signiﬁcant opportunity to make 
measurements of the ionospheric potential and the possible impact of energetic 
charged particles associated with thunderclouds. The radar modes may have 
to be chosen such that the radars operate at the highest time resolution and 
new modes of analysis will probably be required, but this opportunity forms 
the basis for further investigating the coupling from the middle atmosphere to 
the upper atmosphere. 
6.2 Perturbations of ambient atmospheric chemistry 
This section describes Riometer (cosmic noise absorption) measurements of 
particle precipitation (compare with section 6.1) which have an eﬀect on the 
ambient upper atmosphere chemistry and which may be associated with elec­
tromagnetic emissons (compare with section 5.1). 
Energetic charged particle precipitation is believed to have important ef­
fects on the chemistry of the middle atmosphere. In addition to the primary 
ionization produced by collisions between energetic particles and atmospheric 
constituents, much larger secondary ionization occurs because of interactions 
between the neutral atmosphere and the primary ionization products. These 
ionized species have energies in the range of a few hundred eV, which is more 
than suﬃcient to dissociate molecular nitrogen and to give rise to subsequent 
positive ion chemistry which dissociates water vapour. The result is the pro­
duction of a number of odd hydrogen (HOx) and odd nitrogen (NOx) species at 
middle atmosphere altitudes from 20 to 100 km. NOx (N+NO+NO2) is a cat­
alyst in the reaction that destroys atmospheric ozone (O3+NO O2+NO2,→
O+NO2 O2+NO) and is an eﬃcient infrared radiator, making it important →
for the heat balance of the upper atmosphere. NOx has the potential to af­
fect atmospheric dynamics, by directly altering temperature gradients in the 
mesosphere and stratosphere and via changes in the mesospheric boundary 
conditions for atmospheric circulation. 
It is not clear which of these mechanisms operates or dominates; there­
fore it is vital to fully understand where NOx is produced, in what quantities, 
and where it is transported to. In a sunlit atmosphere odd nitrogen is lost 
via photo-dissociation by ultraviolet radiation. During the polar winter, the 
lifetime of NOx increases from days to months, making it subject to down­
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ward transport by the polar vortex (Randall et al., 2001). Recent studies have 
shown that NOx transported into the polar stratosphere from the mesosphere 
can lead to as much as a 30 % loss of stratospheric ozone, lasting for 1 or 2 
months (Seppa¨la¨ et al., 2007). Recently Seppa¨la¨ et al. (2009) conﬁrmed the 
linkage between solar activity and substantial wintertime surface tempera­
ture variations in the polar regions. These impacts are signiﬁcant in terms of 
natural polar temperature variability. Analysis suggests that the most likely 
mechanism connecting solar activity and surface temperature is the modiﬁca­
tion of the chemical composition of the upper atmosphere by energetic charged 
particle precipitation (Seppa¨la¨ et al., 2009). 
Direct estimates of the precipitating electrons can be gained from satel­
lites, such as DEMETER or the upcoming TARANIS mission. However, due 
to the nature of their orbit, only snapshots of any given event can be ob­
tained; having suﬃcient statistics of events can be used to provide empirical 
estimates. Although a perfectly valid technique, it cannot fully capture the 
dynamic nature of precipitation events. This issue can be addressed by sup­
porting ground-based data such as Riometers (Relative Ionospheric Opacity 
Meters). 
A Riometer is a sensitive radio receiver that records the cosmic radio noise 
in the high frequency (HF) band (Honary et al., 2011). These frequencies are 
strongly attenuated by increases of electron concentration in the lower iono­
sphere. The amount of absorption due to increased electron density can be 
determined by removing the known amount for a day of zero excess ioniza­
tion (quiet day curve). For example, Riometers might be used in the future to 
study lightning induced particle precipitation (Inan et al., 2007), ionospheric 
modiﬁcation by the lightning electromagnetic pulse (EMP) (Marshall, 2012) 
and thunderstorm generated gravity waves (Sentman et al., 2003; Jarvis et al., 
2003). However, Riometers are particularly sensitive to electrons with ener­
gies from 10s to 100s of keV, which deposit mostly in the mesosphere. There 
are currently 11 imaging riometers and 58 wide-beam riometers located in the 
polar regions (polar cap and auroral zone) and, as such, they are ideally sit­
uated to study the very dynamic processes that govern the precipitation of 
energetic charged particles from the solar wind and magnetosphere into the 
upper atmosphere. Although riometers cannot directly measure either the ﬂux 
or energy of the precipitating electrons, diﬀerent techniques have been devel­
oped to provide estimates of these parameters, often via a combination with 
other diagnostics (Kosch et al., 2001). Kavanagh et al. (2004) compiled statis­
tics from six years of data to demonstrate that electron precipitation at high 
latitudes was linked to variations in the solar wind, illustrating the important 
control that solar variability has over the coupling between the atmosphere 
and the near-Earth space environment. 
The level of coupling between the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetic 
environment depends on the level of geomagnetic activity which is normally 
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indicated by geomagnetic indices such as the three-hour Kp or daily Ap; how­
ever, these contain little (or no) information on location and the manner in 
which odd nitrogen is produced. For example, there are two principal en­
ergy/altitude regimes where NOx is produced via electron precipitation. Elec­
trons with energy >100 keV ionize the atmosphere between ∼40 and 75 km 
altitude, whereas softer auroral electrons (1 keV - 10s of keV) deposit their 
energy into the height region of 80 to 120 km. The lack of detailed and continu­
ous information on the precipitation spectra fundamentally reduces our ability 
to accurately estimate the formation of odd-nitrogen; there is still much to do 
to fully understand the variability and to gain a proper perspective on the 
importance of the processes involved. 
6.3 Energetic charged particle observations on the DEMETER satellite 
This section describes measurements of relativistic electrons on board the 
DEMETER satellite and their relation to the space environment with em­
phasis on stimulated particle precipitation into the Earth’s atmosphere which 
can be triggered by transmitters and lightning discharges (compare with sec­
tion 6.4). 
On board the TARANIS spacecraft, the IDEE experiment aims to detect 
relativistic electrons related to Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes. A simpler de­
tector with a moderate time resolution (1 or 4 seconds) was placed on board 
the DEMETER spacecraft, with an orbit quite similar to the planned orbit 
of TARANIS (Sauvaud et al., 2006). Several new results were obtained by 
DEMETER. 
DEMETER data showed that geomagnetic storms are associated with the 
formation of multiple electron energy structures inside the inner radiation 
belt at L=1.1-1.8 and with proton energy bands located mainly inside the 
slot region at L=2.5-3.5. These structures, measured at energies higher than 
150 keV and up to the MeV range result from the interaction of electrons and 
protons with quasi-monochromatic Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) waves in the 
60-1000 second range induced by magnetospheric compressions under the eﬀect 
of dense solar plasma and related injections of energetic charged particles from 
the outer magnetosphere which destabilize the ﬁeld lines of the inner magne­
tosphere down to L=1.1. Using the low altitude polar orbiting DEMETER 
data, case studies and statistical studies of these energy structures were per­
formed; they are best seen on the sides of the South Atlantic Anomaly where 
the mirror points of trapped radiation belt particles are lowered and reach the 
spacecraft. The structures are clearly correlated with geomagnetic activity and 
their association with quasi-monochromatic ULF waves was demonstrated. In 
particular, numerical simulations were used to show how global ULF waves 
drive the observed electron structures (Sauvaud et al., 2012). 
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The signals emitted by VLF navigation transmitters are observed in space 
as waves with a very narrow bandwidth. The eﬀects of the VLF transmitter 
NWC in Australia on the inner radiation belt was studied using global obser­
vations at low altitudes. It was found that enhancements in the 100-600 keV 
drift-loss cone electron ﬂuxes at L values between 1.4 and 1.7 are linked to 
NWC operation and to ionospheric absorption. Waves and particles moving in 
opposite directions interact in the vicinity of the magnetic equatorial plane. 
Using DEMETER passes across the drifting cloud of electrons caused by the 
transmitter, it was found that 300 times more 200 keV electrons are driven 
into the drift-loss cone during NWC transmission periods than during non-
transmission periods. This results in an electron drift band encircling the Earth 
at L values around 1.7. The correlation between the ﬂux of resonant electrons 
and the Dst index shows that the electron source intensity is controlled by 
magnetic storm activity (Sauvaud et al., 2008). 
Other signals in the VLF range include lightning whistlers. The DEME­
TER spacecraft detects short bursts of lightning-induced electron precipitation 
(LEP) simultaneously with newly-injected upgoing whistlers, and sometimes 
also with once-reﬂected (from the conjugate hemisphere) whistlers. For the 
ﬁrst time causative lightning discharges are deﬁnitively geo-located for some 
LEP bursts on board a satellite. The LEP bursts occur within <1 s of the 
causative lightning and consist of 100-300 keV electrons. First in situ obser­
vations of large regions of enhanced background precipitation were detected 
(Inan et al., 2007). The regions are apparently produced and maintained by a 
high rate of lightning within a localized thunderstorm. Furthermore, the anal­
ysis of the DEMETER spacecraft particle data shows that energetic electron 
precipitation exhibits a seasonal dependence consistent with lighting-induced 
electron precipitation (LEP). Over the USA, energetic electron ﬂuxes in the 
slot region (between L=2 and 3) are signiﬁcantly higher in the northern sum­
mer than in the winter, consistent with the seasonal variation of lightning 
activity in the northern hemisphere. The association of precipitating ﬂuxes 
with lightning was explored using lightning location data from the National 
Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) and VLF wave data on DEMETER. 
The increased precipitation of charged particles into the drift loss cone over 
the northern hemisphere in summer is consistent with the expected pitch-angle 
scattering by lightning-generated whistler waves, indicating that lightning is 
a signiﬁcant contributor to the loss of electrons in the slot region (Gemelos 
et al., 2009; Inan et al., 2007). 
6.4 Lightning eﬀects on the radiation belts 
This section describes the behavior of relativistic particles in the space envi­
ronment, the inﬂuence of transmitters and lightning discharges on the particle 
populations in the radiation belts (compare with section 6.3) and the corre­
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sponding impact of energetic particles on satellites. 
In the early 1960s, the USA and the USSR conducted a series of high al­
titude nuclear detonations (HAND). One of the results of these experiments 
was the injection of high energy electrons up to several MeV into the Earth’s 
radiation belts, mainly in the region between L ∼1.2-2.5 (Hess, 1963) which 
became trapped in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld. Electrons below L=1.3 were 
quickly removed by Coulomb collisions with the atmosphere, but at higher 
L-values, although the lifetime of trapped electrons was much longer, typi­
cally a year near L=1.5, the decay rate was much higher than that due to 
collisions alone (Walt, 1964). It was quickly established that precipitation due 
to wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere was responsible, and later 
that wave-particle interactions are responsible for the slot region between the 
inner and outer radiation belt (Lyons et al., 1972). These HAND experiments 
provided the ﬁrst experimental proof that wave-particle interactions are a ma­
jor electron loss process in space. 
It is now known that there are several diﬀerent types of waves that can 
contribute to electron loss from the radiation belts (Abel and Thorne, 1998). 
Plasmaspheric hiss reduces the loss timescale, i.e. the time for the trapped 
particle population to decay by a factor of 2.718, mainly in the outer plasma-
sphere out to the plasmapause which is usually located near L=4. At lower 
L-values a fraction of the electromagnetic radiation arising from lightning is 
able to escape into space and reduce the lifetime of trapped electrons of 0.5 
MeV in the region L=2.0-3.6. Much closer to the Earth, between L ∼1.3-2.5 ra­
dio waves from ground-based VLF transmitters, used for communicating with 
submarines and until recently for navigation, appears to be the most eﬀective 
source of waves for removing energetic electrons, as mentioned in the previous 
sub-section. The work of Abel and Thorne (1998) remains one of the most 
important and comprehensive studies of electron loss rates due to diﬀerent 
types of waves, but it is based on a number of assumptions. These include the 
amount of wave power that can be transmitted through the ionosphere and 
escape into space, both from lightning and ground-based transmitters (Starks 
et al., 2008, 2009), how the power is distributed in local time, and the light­
ning ﬂash rate. These assumptions are critical for determining the electron 
loss timescale, and which waves dominate where. 
Recent observations have conﬁrmed that VLF transmitters cause electron 
loss (Sauvaud et al., 2008) which could be used to precipitate electrons into 
the upper atmosphere (Inan et al., 2003). However, electron loss rates due 
to naturally produced waves such as plasmapsheric hiss depend on geomag­
netic activity (Meredith et al., 2009; Baker et al., 2007). Using wave data 
from the CRRES satellite electron loss timescales due to lightning generated 
whistlers were found to be as low as 10-20 days for 2 MeV electrons near 
L=2 for (Meredith et al., 2009). These calculations depend critically on the 
measured wave power and the direction of propagation of the waves. As the 
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waves emerge from the ionosphere the wave normal angle is initially small due 
to ionospheric transmission conditions (Helliwell, 1965) but ray tracing shows 
that it increases to 50 degrees or so on the ﬁrst pass across the magnetic equa­
tor (Thorne and Horne, 1994). However, if the waves are guided by a density 
gradient the wave normal angle can remain small along the propagation path 
which increases scattering and reduces the loss timescale signiﬁcantly. Thus 
lightning generated whistlers may be far more important in removing elec­
trons from the radiation belts than ground based transmitter signals over a 
wide range of L shells. 
Satellites such as DEMETER have been able to measure the radio wave 
power above the ionosphere, and to measure electron precipitation. However, 
the data have been restricted in latitudinal coverage; the amount of high res­
olution burst mode data was severly restricted. A new satellite mission with 
a larger latitudinal coverage that includes the outer radiation belt and with 
the ability to capture the short duration burst precipitation characteristic 
of wave-particle interactions due to lightning generated whistlers is required. 
Burst precipitation may well be the dominant form of electron loss (Thorne 
et al., 2005), but apart from lightning generated whistlers it could also arise 
from natural wave emissions such as chorus and electromagnetic ion cyclotron 
waves. The relative contributions from these three processes have yet to be 
established. Furthermore, the type of wave-particle interaction involved, with 
high amplitude short duration bursts, is inherently nonlinear (Trakhtengerts 
and Rycroft, 2008). Calculating the true loss rates requires a challenging study 
in nonlinear plasma physics for a regime that is not easily accessible in the 
laboratory. 
Changes in the space radiation environment are a part of space weather 
and pose a risk to satellites on orbit. Each satellite is designed to withstand the 
nominal radiation environment in which it will orbit. However, a severe space 
weather event or a high altitude nuclear detonation can increase radiation 
levels by orders of magnitude. Understanding the extent to which lightning 
generated whistlers can remove the radiation, how long it would take, and 
the location and particle energies that would be removed is a challenging, but 
strategically important scientiﬁc question. 
7 Summary 
Society increasingly relies on sensitive automated technological systems, both 
in space and elsewhere. One of the grand challenges of our time is to ensure 
that technological systems operate securely, in particular for safety critical ap­
plications. The French Embassy in London brought together a Franco-British 
team of world leading experts to discuss recently discovered energetic charged 
particles and hard radiation in the Earth’s atmosphere and their impact on 
technological systems, e.g., the TARANIS satellite. The TARANIS satellite is 
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a novel asset of the French government which represents a total investment of 
∼50 million Euro and ∼200 man-years. The scientists reviewed and assessed 
the current state of scientiﬁc knowledge which ranged from laboratory plasma 
physics to plasmas in the natural environment and the design of the French 
satellite TARANIS. Based on this assessment, the expert panel formulated one 
fundamental key science question to push forward the boundaries of knowledge 
on energetic processes and their impact on the Earth’s atmosphere: 
What are the causes and consequences of relativistic charged particle beams 
in atmospheric environments? 
This key science question breaks down into a set of more speciﬁc key science 
questions which have been identiﬁed by the expert panel to take forward this 
research area: 
1. How	 do transient energetic charged particle ensembles behave in atmo­
spheric environments? 
2. What are the properties of relativistic particle beams in the Earth’s atmo­
sphere? 
3. How do aerosols and dust charge contribute to the acceleration of particles 
and aﬀect atmospheric electric circuits? 
4. How can transient luminous events and terrestrial gamma ray ﬂashes be 
used as a plasma diagnostic? 
5. What are the impacts of relativistic particle ensembles and radiation? 
6. What is the broader signiﬁcance of relativistic charged particles in atmo­
spheric environments? 
Answering these key science questions in such a highly dynamic research area 
is a grand challenge. Therefore, the expert panel decided to initiate a collab­
orative framework to address the above questions in future well-coordinated 
international research programs. These international research programs are 
intended to complement the capital investment ∼150 million Euros of govern­
ments around the world in six forthcoming space missions (ASIM, CHIBIS, 
FireFly, GLIMS, RISING2 and TARANIS) to unravel the mysteries of en­
ergetic processes in the Earth’s atmosphere. For example, the Russian mi­
crosatellite Chibis was launched in January, 2012, whilst others space mission 
are awaiting their launch opportunity, are currently being built or are in prepa­
ration. It is thought that answering these key science questions will clarify the 
physics of energetic processes in the Earth’s atmosphere and their impact on 
technological systems and the Earth’s climate on which today’s society relies. 
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Fig. 1 Transient luminous events above thunderclouds are denoted blue jets, gigantic jets, 
sprite halos, sprites, and elves (courtesy M. Sato). 
Fig. 2 Left. The number of citations of key publications on energetic processes above 
thunderclouds currently experiences an exponential increase which is predicted to accelerate 
as the planned space missions approach their launch (courtesy M. Fu¨llekrug). Right. Plasma 
physics journals exhibit very high impact factors (courtesy D. Diver). 
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Fig. 3 Expansion of an initially spherical cloud of electrons in a vertical magnetic ﬁeld. Top 
row shows the spatial distribution of electron density as time evolves (left-to-right sequence), 
with the characteristic time τc being the electron cyclotron period. Second row shows the 
evolution of the (self) electric potential; third row: the mean electron energy; bottom row: 
the electron energy distribution function evolution. Note that the most energetic electrons 
are located at the tips of the expansion along the magnetic ﬁeld, and have reached energies 
that exceed the initial maximum electric potential at t = 0. More details can be found in 
(MacLachlan et al., 2009). 
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Fig. 4 An electron avalanche caused by ejection of electrons from the thundercloud top 
is injected into a pre-existing distribution of positive and negative charge, that constrains 
the spatial evolution of the upward jet, and boosts the energy of the leading electrons by 
virtue of harnessing the electrostatic ﬁeld of the previous event. Electrons from the previous 
discharge are attached to dust or aerosols, and so dissipate much more slowly than the free 
electron diﬀusion rate. 
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Fig. 5 Vertical proﬁles from balloon borne instruments through an elevated layer of Sa­
haran dust over the Cape Verde isles ((a) and (b) taken from Nicoll et al. (2011)), and a 
volcanic ash plume over Scotland ((c) and (d), adapted from Harrison et al. (2010)). (b) 
and (d) show particle number concentration (black) and charge density (grey) measured by 
a disposable balloon borne aerosol counter and space charge sensor respectively. (a) and (c) 
show meteorological proﬁles of temperature (T, grey) and relative humidity (RH, black) to 
demonstrate that the particle and charge measurements are not related to the environmen­
tal conditions in which the sensors operate, and in particular that no liquid water cloud is 
present. 
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Fig. 6 Material composition (left) in units of volume fractions Vs/Vtot and grain size dis­
tributions f (a, z) (right) across the cloud layer increments z for a planetary object with an 
eﬀective temperature of Teﬀ = 1300K and log(g)=3.0. 
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Fig. 7 Images of TLEs in 20 ms frames issued from video imagery: a) Column sprite 
elements above a storm at about 150 km from the camera. b) Carrot sprites at a diﬀerent 
development stage, triggered by the same CG ﬂash located at about 200 km from the camera. 
c) Group of column sprite elements with a jellyﬁsh sprite in the foreground (∼300 km from 
the camera). d) Group of column sprites at about 300 km from the camera. e) Group of 
sprite elements with very developed tendrils (at 320 km from the camera). f) and g) Kind 
of dancing sprites (at 190 and 260 km from the camera, respectively). h) Group of circular-
organized and bended sprite elements (at 380 km from the camera). i) Remote carrot sprite 
with halo (880 km from the camera). j) Carrot sprite centred below a halo and column 
element (390 km from the camera). k) Elve above a CG ﬂash located at 340 km from the 
camera. l) Gigantic jet at the fully developed stage (∼50 km from the camera in Reunion 
Island). 
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Fig. 8 Images of radio wave 
EISCAT on 20 November 2011 14:32-33 UT. From left to right, 630, 557.7 and 844.6 nm 
corresponding to electron energy thresholds of approximately 2, 4.2 and 11 eV. The image 
ﬁeld of view is ∼50o 
to ∼250 km altitude. Other features outside the pump beam are stars and clouds. 
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induced optical emissions in the F-region ionosphere from 
pointing vertically. The red circle denotes the pump beam mapped up 
Fig. 9 Example of spiral array geometry with inner distances ranging from 0.3 to 9.2 km. 
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Fig. 10 Left.Wavenumber transfer function extended to 10 times the Nyquist wavenum­
ber (green circle). Right. Zoom within the Nyquist area. The width at half maximum is 
∼4×10−4 rd.m−1 for the array with an extension of 10 km and reaches ∼2×10−4 rd.m−1 
with an extension of 20 km. 
Fig. 11 The top three panels represent consecutive radar spectra from the Hankasalmi 
SuperDARN radar for a speciﬁc range gate which is located over the EISCAT radar. The 
central panel occurs at a time when there is signiﬁcant ionisation caused by particle precip­
itation into the ionosphere resulting in enhanced power in the radar spectrum. The bottom 
three panels show three consecutive radar spectra for a second such precipitation event. 
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Fig. 12 Map of the 100 kHz radio sky on May 13, 2011, 15:00 UTC, recorded with an 
interferometric network of ten radio receivers distributed over ∼1 km2 on Charmy Down 
airﬁeld near Bath in South West England of the UK. The logarithm of small energies are 
depicted by blue/green/yellow colours and large energies are depicted in red. The small 
energies are related to the LOng RAnge aid to Navigtation (LORAN) transmitters in Lessay, 
Soustons, Anthorn and Rantum. The large energies to the left are related to an unknown 
event, possibly a lightning discharge. 
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